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Comparable Company Analysis (Public

Comps): Evaluating industry peer’s current

valuation metrics, determined by market

prices and applying them to the company

being valued. 

Precedent Transaction Analysis (M&A

Comps): Looking at historical prices for

completed M&A deals of similar companies

to get a range of valuation multiples. This

analysis attempts to achieve a “control

premium” paid by an acquirer to have

control of the business. 

Discounted Cash Flow Analysis

(DCF): Valuing a company by estimating the

future cash flows of the company and then

discounting to the Net Present Value (NPV).

You will find the most commonly used

valuation methodologies listed below in the

guidebook: 
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What is Comparable
Comapny Analysis? 

Comparable company analysis is a
valuation methodology that looks at
ratios of similar public companies and
uses them to derive the value of another
business. Comparable analysis is a
relative form of valuation, unlike a
discounted cash flow (DCF) analysis,
which is an intrinsic form of valuation.
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Find the right comparable companies.1.
The very first thing an analyst should do in performing ratio

analysis of public companies is to look up the company you are

trying to value on CapIQ or Bloomberg so you can get a detailed

description and industry insight of the business.The next step is

to search on either of those databases for companies that

operate in the same industry with similar characteristics.  The

closer the match, the better.

Industry classification

Geography

Size (revenue, assets, employees)

Growth rate

Margins and profitability

The analyst will then run a screen based on the criteria that

include:

Steps in Performing a
Comparable Company
Aanalysis:
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Company name
Share price
Market capitalization
Net debt
Enterprise value
Revenue
EBITDA
EPS
Analyst estimates

2. Gather Financial Information
The next step is to use Bloomberg Terminal  or  Capital
IQ  in which you can extract financial information. In
addition, you can also find the financial information from
annual report if it is a listed company.
 
The information you need will vary widely by industry
and the company’s stage in the business lifecycle.   For
mature businesses, you can look at metrics like EBITDA
and EPS, but for companies in the earlier stage, you may
look at Gross Profit or Revenue.
 

3. Setup the comps table
You now need to create a table in Excel that lists out all the
relevant information about the companies you’re going to
analyze.
 
The main information in comparable company analysis
includes:
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EV/Revenue
EV/Gross Profit
EV/EBITDA
P/E
P/NAV
P/B

4. Calculate the Comparable Ratios
With a combination of historical financials and analyst estimates
populated in the comps table, you can start calculating the
various ratios. The main ratios included in a comparable
company analysis are:

The above information can be organized as shown below:
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What is Precedent
Transaction
Analysis? 
Precedent transaction analysis is a method of  company
valuation where past M&A transactions are used to value a
comparable business today. Commonly referred to as
“precedents”. This method of valuation is often used in
attempt to value an entire business as part of a
merger/acquisition and is commonly prepared by analysts
working in  investment banking,  private equity
and corporate development.
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Search for Relevant 

Type of company (public, private, etc.)

Financial metrics (revenue, EBITDA, net income)

Geography (headquarters, revenue mix,

customer mix, employees)

Company size (revenue, employees, locations)

Product mix (the more similar to the company in

question the better)

Type of buyer (private equity, strategic /

competitor, public/private)Deal size (value)

Valuation (multiple paid i.e. EV/Revenue, EV /

EBITDA etc.) 

1.
TransactionsThe process begins by looking for

other transactions that have happened in recent

history and are in the same industry via

Bloomberg/ Capital IQ/ Equity Research Reports/

Google.

 

The screening process requires setting criteria such

as:

Industry classification

8

Steps to Perform
Precedent Transaction
Analysis:
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2. Analyze and Refine the Available

Transactions
Once the initial screen has been performed

and the data is transferred into Excel then

it’s time to start filtering out the transactions

that don’t fit the current situation. In order

to sort and filter the transactions, an Analyst

has to cautiously “scrub” the transactions by

carefully reading the business descriptions

of the companies on the list and removing

those that do not fit closely. Many of the

transactions will have missing and limited

information if the deal terms were not

publicly disclosed.   The Analyst will search

high and low for press releases,  equity

research reports or other sources that

contain deal metrics.   If nothing could be

found, those companies will be removed

from the list.

9

3. Determine a range of Valuation Multiples
When a short list is prepared (following steps 1 and 2), the average (or selected range)
of valuation multiples can be calculated. The most common multiples for precedent
transaction analysis are  EV/EBITDA  and EV/Revenue. An Analyst may exclude any
extreme outliers such as transactions that had EV/EBITDA multiples much lower or
much higher than the average (assuming there is a good justification for doing so).
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Comparable company analysis
Precedent transactions analysis
DCF analysis
Ability-to-pay analysis
52-week hi/lo (if a public company)

5. Plot the Results with Analysis
Once a valuation range has been determined
for the business that’s being valued, it’s
important to graph the results so they can be
easily understood and compared to other
methods.
The  Football field chart  is the best and
simplest way to illustrate the various methods
on one page.
The main valuation methods included in the
chart are:

4. Apply the Valuation
Multiples to the

Company in Question
After a range of valuation

multiples from past transactions
has been determined, those
ratios can be applied to the

financial metrics of the
company in question.
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What is a DCF Model? 

A DCF model is a specific type of financial models
used to value a business.   DCF stands
for  Discounted  Cash  Flow, so a DCF model is
simply a forecast of a company’s unlevered free
cash flow discounted back to today’s value, which is
called the Net Present Value (NPV).   The basic
building block of a DCF model is the 3 statement
financial model, which links the financials
together.
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Cash flow  is simply the cash generated by a
business that’s available to be distributed to
investors or reinvested into the business. In DCF
analysis, the type of cash flow that’s used is Free
Cash Flow to the company – cash that’s available
to both debt and equity investors.  
 
Cash flow is used because it represents economic
value, while accounting metrics like net income do
not.   A company may have positive net income but
negative cash flow, which would undermine the
economics of the business.   Cash is what investors
really value at the end of the day, not accounting
profit.

What is Cash Flow? 

13
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The cash flow that’s generated from the business is
discounted back to a specific point in time, typically to the
current date. The reasons cash flow is discounted come down
to several things, mostly summarized as opportunity cost
and risk. A firm’s  Weighted Average Cost of Capital  (WACC)
represents the required rate of return expected by its
investors. Therefore, it can also be thought of as a firm’s
opportunity cost, meaning if they can’t find a higher rate of
return elsewhere, they should buy back their own shares.
 
To the extent a company achieves rates of return above their
cost of capital (their  hurdle rate) they are “creating value”
and if they are earning a rate of return below their cost of
capital they are “destroying value”.
 
Investors’ required rate of return generally relates to the risk
of the investment (using the  Capital Asset Pricing Model).
Therefore, the riskier an investment, the higher the required
rate of return and the higher the cost of capital will be.
 
The farther out the cash flows are, the riskier they are and
thus need to be discounted further, based on the Time Value
of Money. The simplest way to describe the time value of
money is as follows: “more money, more sooner, more better.”

Why is the Cash Flow
Discounted? 

14
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This is a large topic, and there is an entire art behind forecasting
the performance of a business.   In simple terms, the job of a
financial analyst is to make their most informed predictions
about how each of the drivers of a business will impact its results
in the future.    Typically, a forecast for a DCF model will go out
approximately for 5 years, apart from resources or long-life
industries such as mining, oil and gas, and infrastructure where
engineering reports will be used to build a long-term “life of
resource” forecast.

15

How to Build a Cash Flow
Forecast in a DCF Model? 
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F O R E C A S T I N G
R E V E N U E

1 .

There are several ways to build a
revenue forecast, but broadly speaking
they fall into two main categories:
growth based and driver based.
 
A growth-based forecast is simpler and
makes sense for stable, and possibly
mature business, in which a basic year
over year growth rate can be used.  For
many DCF models, this will be
sufficient.
 
A driver-based forecast is more
detailed and challenging to develop. It
requires disaggregating revenue into
its various drivers, such as price,
volume, products, customers, market
share and external factors.   Regression
analysis is often used as part of a
driver-based forecast to determine the
relationship between underlying
drivers and top-line revenue growth.

2 . F O R E C A S T I N G  
    E X P E N S E S
 
Building an expense forecast can be a very
detailed and granular process. It can also
be a simple year-over-year comparison.
 
The most detailed approach is called
a  Zero-Based Budget  and requires
building up the expenses from scratch,
without giving any consideration to what
was spent last year. Typically, each
department in the company is asked to
justify every expense they had, based on
activity.   This approach is often used in a
cost-cutting environment, or when
financial controls are being imposed.  It is
only practical to be performed internally
by the company, and not by outsiders like
investment bankers or equity research
analysts.

16
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3. Forecasting Capital Assets
 
Once most of the income statement is in place, it’s time to forecast the capital
assets.  These typically include balance sheet items such as property plant and
equipment (PP&E), technology, research and development (R&D) and working
capital including accounts receivable and inventory.
 
PP&E is often the largest balance sheet item and capital expenditures (capex),
as well as depreciation, need to be modelled in a separate schedule.  The most
detailed approach is to have a separate schedule in the DCF model for each of
the major capital assets, and then consolidate them into a total schedule.  Each
capital asset schedule will have several lines: opening balance, capex,
depreciation, dispositions, and closing balance.
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4. Forecasting Capital Structure
 
The way this section is built will depend largely on what type of DCF
model you’re building. The most common approach is to simply keep
the company’s current capital structure in place, assuming no major
changes other than things that are known, like debt maturity, exist. 
Since we’re using unlevered free cash flow, this section is actually not
that important to the DCF model.  It is, however, important if you are
looking at things from the perspective of an equity investor or equity
research analyst.   Investment bankers typically focus on  enterprise
value, as it’s more relevant for M&A transactions where the entire
company is bought or sold.

5. Terminal Value
 
The terminal value is a very important part of a DCF model.   It often
makes up more than 50% of the net present value of the business,
especially if the forecast period is 5 years or less.  There are two ways
to calculate the terminal value: the perpetual growth rate approach
and the exit multiple approaches.
 
The perpetual growth rate assumes that the cash flow generated at the
end of the forecast period grows at a constant rate forever.   So, for
example, the cash flow of the business is $10 million and grows at 2%
forever, with a cost of capital of 15%.  The terminal value is $10 million
/ (15% – 2%) = $77 million.
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6. Timing of Cash Flow
 
It’s important to pay close attention to the timing of cash flow in a DCF
model as not all the time periods are necessarily equal.   There is often a
“stub period” at the beginning of the model where only a portion of the
year’s cash flow is received by the investor.   Additionally, the cash
outflow (making the actual investment) is typically a spate time period
before the stub is received.XNPV  and  XIRR  are easy ways to be very
specific with the timing of cash flow when building a DCF model.   Best
practice is to always use these over the regular  Excel  NPV formula  and
IRR Excel functions.

19

With the exit multiple approach, the business is assumed to be sold for
what a “reasonable buyer” would pay for it.   This typically means
an EV/EBITDA multiple at or near current trading values for comparable
companies.  As you can see in the example below, if the business has $6.3
millions of  EBITDA  and similar companies are trading at 8x then the
terminal value is $6.3 million x 8 = $50 millions. That value is then
discounted back to the present to get the NPV of the terminal value.
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7. DCF Enterprise Value
 
When building a DCF model using unlevered free cash flow, the NPV that
you arrive at is always the enterprise value (EV) of the business. This is
what you need if you’re looking to value the entire business or compare it
with other companies without taking into account their capital
structures (i.e. an apples-to-apples comparison).   For most  investment
banking transactions, the focus will be on enterprise value.

8. DCF Equity Value
 
If you’re looking for the equity value of the business, you take the  net
present value (NPV) of the unlevered free cash flow and adjust it for cash
and  equivalents, debt and any minority interest.   This will give you the
equity value, which you can divide by the number of shares and arrive at
the share price.   This approach is more common for institutional
investors or equity research analysts, both of whom are looking through
the lens of buying or selling shares. 
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9. Sensitivity Analysis in a DCF Model
 
Once the DCF model is completed (i.e. you’ve arrived at the NPV
of the business), it’s time to layer on sensitivity analysis to
determine what range the business could be worth as various
drivers or assumptions in the model change.To perform this
analysis, an analyst uses two main Excel tools: data tables and
goal seek. By linking the NPV of the business cells that influence
the underlying assumptions, it’s possible to see how the value
changes with the inputs.
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